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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE STUDY

The Chunking Hypothesis

Any conceptual model of reading comprehension, or even of the

immediate reading act itself, must take into account a component called

"memory." In order to consider the function of memory in relation to

reading it is necessary to specify the basic unit or units of verbal

material which are handled in the memory process. The present study was

designed to investigate the notion that certain syntactic structures

function as informational "chunks" which are processed as integral units

in short-term memory (STM).

Miller (1956) and others have proposed an information chunking

hypothesis in which the individual members of a complex string of ele

ments in a stimulus array are recoded into compact chunks, and those

chunks ,are then processed in STM as individual items. The Miller hypoth

esis would imply that the individual phonemes /b/ /ae/ /t/ are recoded

into a single chunk which is the word "bat" and that the chunk is

handled in STM as a single unit. It would further imply that three words

of a similar phonemic length would be recalled as easily as three unre

lated phonemes. Murdock (1961) compared the retention of three consonants,

three unrelated words and a single monosyllabic word in a free recall

task. The results supported Miller's hypothesis. The retention of the

three consonants and three Unrelated words was approximately equal. The

retention of the single word, however, was markedly superior.
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Many other studies h~ve been reported which give empirical pupport

to the chunking hypothesis. Such studies. have, however, typically used

letter-strings (Allen, 1961), strings of numerals (Miller, 1956), CVC

tioigrams. (Gibson, Bishop, Schiff, and Smith, 1964), and categorized

word lists (Cohen, 1963, a, b) as stimulus material. It was .the intent

of the present study to investigate the chunking hypothesis at the level

of syntactic coding.

Psychological Reality of Syntactic Units

The notion of the psychological reality of syntactic units func

tioning as information coding units has received considerable support

over the past few years. Glanzer (1962), in a series of experiments

using function and content words, indicates that the basic unit to be

considered in rote learning may be either a word or a phrase. Johnson

(1964) reported that significantly greater number of errors occurred at

phrase junctures than within phrase structures in a paired-associate

sentence learning task.

Fodor and Bever (1965) investigated the psychological reality of

linguistic segmentation produced by constituent analysis. The experi

mentation involved the subjective location of clicks heard during speech.

The results of the investigation indicated that the clicks were attrac

ted towards major syntactic boundaries in sentential material. The

number of correct responses was significantly higher in the caSe of

clicks located at major syntactic boundaries than in the case of clicks

located within segments. The results generally supported the psycho

logical reality of syntactic segments as major perceptual units.
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Conceptual Model of STM

The following conceptual model provides a framework for integrating

the notions of information chunking and the discussion of functional

linguistic units which might act as coding routines"

We will assume a memory model similar to the one presented by

Atkinson and Shiffrin (1965). The general flow diagram of such a system

may be seen in Figure 10 'The major difference between the model assumed

here and the one discussed by Atkinson and Shiffrin is the insertion of

a coding mechanism between the sensory buffer and the memory buffer"

We will assume a sufficient duration of the stimulus exposure for the

stimulus information to be stored and processed in the sensory buffer.

Let us further assume that the information handled in the sensory buffer

is processed in its most elementary form; that is, in binary bits" It

is then transferred to the coding mechanism where the sequence of input

of individual bits of information is matched against stored coding

routines in some hierarchical fashion. If the stimulus input consists

of verbal material we might reasonably expect the coding match to pro

ceed in the following manner" A match will be attempted to the coding

routine which would produce a grapheme" If such a match is successful

then the routine would be entered which would combine graphemes into a

phoneme" If a match of phoneme code is not successful the individual

graphemes are transferred to the memory buffer. If the match for pho

nemes is successful, an attempt is made to match for words. If the

match for words is successful, then a further attempt would be made to

match for a syntactical string" That is to say, the question will be
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asked: Do the words in their sequence of input match some known opera

tional syntactic rules of English? If such a match is successful, the

further search of coding might proceed to the sentence level, At any

point in the hierarchy where a match fails to occur to a given coding

routine the next lowest coded chunk is then transferred to the memory

buffer,

If the memory buffer is of some fixed limited capacity, there must

be an upper bound to the process of coding, recoding, and recoding again

into more and more compact chunks, With each coding sweep, the chunk,

though handled as a unit, must be weighted in some manner to take into

account the number of previous bits which are included within the chunk,

Just what the weighting procedure should be is not at all clear, and it

is beyond the scope of this study to consider the question in aQlf detail,

The adaptation of the Atkinson-Shiffrin model is presented as purely

conceptual, and no mathematical considerations beyond those already

developed by Atkinson and Shiffrin will be attempted in this study,

A coding routine such as the one just described could explain the

previously cited results obtained by Murdock (1961), (i,e" equal reten

tion rates for three consonants and three unrelated words and superior

retention of a single word), It would further imply that the probability

of recalling a three-word phrase would be approximately equal to the

probability of recalling a single word made up of three phonemes,

A previous experiment by Wilson (1965) using recognition as a test

of recall showed that the probability of recognition for three- .and four

word noun phrases was somewhat greater than the probability of recognition

for single nouns, and that the inverse relationship held between the
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probability of recall for three- and four-word nonsense phrases and

single nonsense words. In the population tested (60 third graders) the

errOrs of recognition tended to cluster around phoneme changes in the

single nouns, single nonsense words, and the nonsense phrases. Errors

of recognition for phrases, however, were randomly distributed over the

recognition set.

The results i,ndicated that the noun phrases were processed as single

units and that when errors occurred in the other three conditions they

were largely errors at the next lower coding level. That is to say,

there was a failure in coding at the word level and the individual

phonemes, processed as discrete units were liable to confusion in the

recognition task.

The experiment was in no way conclusive, however, The overall

error rate was low. Since it was a group test the interference activity

was of necessity a group activity and did not rule out at least SOme

overt rehearsal of the target items.

The Two Experiments

Two experiments were designed to examine the relationships in memory

storage and retrieval between single words, three-word phrases, and three

word non-syntactic strings. In Experiment I the three conditions de

scribed above were compared in a 3 x 3 factorial design with three form

class conditions: nouns, verbs, and prepositions. If the suggested

conceptual model is viable, the phrases should 'be remembered approximately

as well as single words and better than the three-word non-syntactic

strings.
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A further test of the model was made in Experiment 110 It has been

fairly well established in the literature (e.go, Selzer and Wickelgren,

1963; Wickelgren, 1964) that if a relevant stimulus is surrounded with

irrelevant stimuli, the probability of recall for the relevant stimulus

is considerably less than for the relevant stimulus presented alone.

That is, if the subject is shown the set "7YZ5" and is asked to recall

the two letters, his probability of correct recall will be somewhat less

than if shown the letters Y Zo

The chunking hypothesis would imply that the above relationships do

not hold when the relevant stimulus is presented in the context of a

codable chunk 0 Lindley (1963) investigated the chunking hypothesis by

noting the effects of the presence or absence of recoding cues on short

term memory for three-letter itemso The items were presented in the

context of English words which were considered to be coding chunkso The

target items were capitalized and the remaining letters of the words were

printed in lower-case type (e.go, eXPOse, CHIp, hITS). It was found that

for items of low meaningfulness (not pronounceable) the irrelevant stim

ulus did not function as noise but did indeed facilitate recall of the

relevant stimulus. However, for high meaningfulness items (3-letter

strings that formed a word) the irrelevant stimuli produced the usual

interference effect for recall of the relevant stimuli 0

The later result is not surprising in terms of the conceptual model.

being assumed for this study 0 If the target graphemes can be coded into

units higher on the scale of coding routines by use of furnished cues,

they will be stored as connected elements of a single chunk and the

model would predict a higher probability of recall, than for those
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unconnected letters stored as individual units. But, if the target

items can be coded by themselves into a word and the furnished cues are

not an aid to coding at the next higher level (i.e., the phrase), then

the cues are providing competing chunks at the same level of the coding

hierarchy and are in fact interfering stimuli.

Experiment II extends the basic notions of the Lindley study into'

the word-phrase coding domain. Stimuli were presented under three con-

ditions: (1) alone, (2) embedded in a phrase, and (3) embedded in a

non-syntactic string. In each case the relevant stimulus was printed

in red. The subject was re~uired to read the entire stimulus set, but

was asked to recall only the item printed in red. The model predicts

that the relevant stimulus item would be recalled in its syntactic phrase

setting approximately as well as when presented alone, but that conversely,

the probability of recall for the relevant stimulus would be much less
/

when presented in the context of a non-syntactic string.

Further points of investigation in Experiment II were the differences,

if any, in the recall of nouns, verbs, and prepositions under the three

stimulus conditions. The stimulus items of Experiment I comprised the

stimulus set of Experiment II. Si.nce the words presented in isolation

were the same in both experiments, the single word condition provides a

point of contact and comparison.
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CHAPTER II

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTS

Experiment I

Subjects. An experimental population was desired which would

minimize the effects of formal training in reading on the variables

under investigation and at the same time would have the minimal mastery

of reading skills necessary for performance of the experimental task.

Consideration of both constraints led to the choice of third-grade

students in a public school in a predominantly lower-middle-class neigh

borhood.

A school in the Palo Alto Unified School District was selected as

representative of a public school drawing from a lower~middle-class,

upwardly-mobile population.

A random sample of thirty-four students was drawn from the third

grade population of the .school. Each student was assigned to either

Experiment I or Experiment II on a random basis, making an N of seven

teen for each experiment.

Comprehension, Vocabulary, and Total Reading Scores from the SRA

Achivement Series 2-4, Form C, were collected for the subjects from

their cumulative record folders. The SRA Achievement Tests were admin

istered near the beginning of the school year. The reading achievement

data for the thirty-four subjects are presented in Table 1.

Stimulus Material. The stimulus material consisted of a set of 120

monosyllabic Engli.sh words which were selected on the basis of fre'luency,
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Table 1

Summary of the Distribution Statistics

of SRA Reading Achievement Scores

for Experimental Subjects

Comprehension Vocabulary Total Reading

Mean
(Raw Score)

S.D.

Mean Grade
Equivalent

29.471 22.000 51.4705

--
6.607 6.902 12.456

3-1 3-6
I

3-3
I
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familiarity, and form class. The three criteria were met by tqe follow
I

ing constraints: (l) each word is included in either the first l,OOO

most frequent words in the Thorndike-Lorge List (Thorndike-Lorge, 1944),

or the Dolch Basic Sight Vocabulary (Dolch, 1955), (2) the mean grade

level placement for each word is at, or below, the first half of the

second grade in five COmmon basal reading series (Stone and Barchi, 1963),

and (3) each word is a member of one of the following form classes: noun,

verb, adjective, preposition, article, or modal verb.

The application of the third constraint was necessarily intuitive

in the sense that few, if any, common English words can be unambiguously

classified by form class except in some context. The assignment of
,

words to form classes was made on the basis of frequency of usage in

primary-grade reading material (e.g., "coat" is more. frequently used as

a noun than as a verb or adjective in the material under consideration).

Since there exists no statistical tabulation of word frequency by form

class for primary-grade reading material, the judgments were admittedly

subjective, and were made on the basis of the author's teaching experi-

ence. Independent judgments were made on the word classifications by a

linguist whose primary field is English lingui~tics and by an experienced

reading clinician.

Standard definitions were used in identifying nouns, verbs, adjec-

tives, and prepositions. Words referred to as articles and modal verbs

are members of the functional forms A and B respectively as defined

by Fries (l952). However, the more familiar terms "articles and "modals"

will be used throughout this paper for ease of communication
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The complete set of 120 words, divided into blocks of five and

arranged by form class, are given in Appendix A.

The generalized matrices for the construction of the stimulus items

are presented in Table 2.

Both experiments involved two days of testing for each subject.

List 1 was used on Day 1, and List 2 on Day 2. The same stimulus items

were used in both experiments.

Each cell of the matrix in Table 2 contains five items. The sub

scripts indicate the i-th item from the j-th block of the form class X

as found in Appendix A. A complete reading of the first row of the

matrix for List 1 is as follows:
"

The i-th item of block 1 of the nouns (e.g., "coat") appears as one

stimulus. The same noun appeared a second time in the final position

in a noun phrase composed of the i-th item of the first block of articles

and the i-th item of the first block of adjectives (e.g., his warm coat).

The same noun also appeared a third time in the final position in a non

syntactic string composed of the i-th item of the second block of prep

ositions and the i-th item of the fifth 'block of verbs (e.g., of run coat).

It will be noted in Table 2 that the prepositions, articles, and

modals in List 1 are repeated in different contexts in List 2. Such

repetitions were unavoidable due to the limited number of members of

those form classes and the constraints on word selection imposed to

assure high fre~uency and familiarity. With the above exceptions, there

are no repetitions of words in the stimulus items. The complete set of

stimulus matrices can be found in Appendix B.
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LIST 1

Single
Word

Table 2

Design of Stimulus Materials

Phrase
Non-syntactic

String

Noun

Verb

Preposition

LIST 2

(Nil) Art. il Adj. il (Nil) Pi2 Vi5 (Nil)

(Vil ) Mod' il (Vil ) Ni4 Adj'i6 (Vil ) Mod' i2

-
(Pil ) (Pil ) Art'i2 Ni3 (Pil ) Vi3 Adj'i3

Single
Word Phrase

Non-syntactic
String

Noun

Verb

Preposition

(Ni2 ) Art. i2 Adj, i2 (Ni2 ) P'l V'4 (N'2)l l .. l

(Vi2 ) Mod'i2 (Vi2 ) Ni6 Adj'i5 (V'2) Mod. '1l .,,-

(P12 ) (Pi2 ) Art'il Ni5 (Pi2 ) Vi6 Adj'i4
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Order of Presentation of Stimulus Material. Randomization of stim

ulus items for presentation was not advisable since there were three

repetitions of the same noun, the same verb, and the same preposition in

three different contexts within the stimulus material. It was desirable

to separate the repetitions as far apart as possible in time, and a

simple randomization of the stimulus items would not guarantee optimal

separation•. It would be possible, of course, to randomize the stimulus

items for each individual subject, but this would have proven difficult

for protocol scoring. The following scheme was devised to provide the

optimal separation among repetitions and at the same time to eliminate

practice effects which might arise from a systematic ordering of the

material. The stimulus material, specified by categories and classifi

cations, was arrayed in a 3 x 3 matrix as in Table 3. The first item

was chosen from the noun cell followed by the first item from the verb

phrase cell, followed by the first item from the prepositional string

cell. The next item in the list was chosen as the second item of the

verb cell, followed by the second item of the prepositional~phrasecell,

followed by the second item of the noun-string cell. These were followed

by the third item of the preposition cell, the third item of the noun

cell, and the third item of the verb-phrase cell. The cycle was then

repeated, beginning with the fourth item from the noun cell.

The resulting schematic ordering of the stimulus material appears in

Table 3a &b. There are 15 trials between repetitions of any given noun,

verb, or preposition. This is the maximum temporal spacing for each

item. Practice and fatigue effects were eliminated by splitting the
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suqjects into three presentation-order groups, A, B, C. Group A started

with item 1 and proceeded serially through the list to item 45. Group B

commenced with item 16, proceeded through 45, then started with 1 and

proceeded to item 15. Group C started with 31 through 45, then 1 through

30. The presentation scheme described above was applied to both List 1

and List 2 in Experiment I and Experiment II.

Interference Material. Each stimulus presentation was followed by

a constant interval of oral reading of continuous text before the recall

test of the stimulus. The text materials for the interference intervals

were selected passages from High Roads, a fourth-grade basal reader not

in use in the school. The length of the interference interval was 15

seconds, as determined by a separate timing study (see Chapter III).

Passages of approximately 70 words in length were chosen to insure ade

quate material for the fastest reader.

There were 90 stimulus items in the two lists and three passages

were selected for each item. Three complete sets of interference mate

rial were compiled. Possible bias due to differing levels of difficulty

of the interference material was controlled by random assignment of

subjects to interference sets.

The homogeneity of the interference material was increased by

selecting passages only frDm the story material contained in High Roads

as opposed to the expository sections, poems, plays, games, etc. Each

passage was chosen to accompany a unique stimulus.

In order to insure against rehearsal of the stimulus item, none of

the words in a stimulus item was allowed to appear in any of the three

accompanying interference passages. Th.is constraint was met by the

15



Table 3a

Stimulus Presentation Orders for Experimental Groups

1. Nl 16. NFl 31. NSl

2. VPl 17· VSl 32. Vl

3· PSl 18. Pl 33. PPl

4. V2 19· VP2 34. VS2

5· PP2 20. PS2 35· P2

6. NS2 21. N2 36. NP2

7· P
3

22. PP
3 37· PS

3
8. NP

3
23. NS

3
38. N

3

9. VS
3

24. V
3

39. VP
3

10. N4 25· NF4 40. NS4

11. VP4
26. VS4 41. VP4

12. PS4 27· P4 42. PP4

13· V
5

28. VP
5

43. vS
5

14. PP
5

29· PS
5

44. P
5

15· NS
5

30. N
5

45. NP
5

Order Groups: a: 1, 2, ... , 45

b: 16, 17,

c. 31, 32,

16

,45,1,2,

, 45, 1, 2,

, 15

, 30



Table 3b

Se~uence of Or.dering Routine

~--~®
N P N S

~0
VP~ V S

,,~0,e
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original choice of the passages or through minor revisions of the text.

No passage started with the first paragraph, or ended with the final

paragraph of a story, thereby eliminating any possible differential

effects of closure.

As a final safeguard against bias dUe to differing difficulty levels

of interference material, each of the three passages associated with a

particular item was chosen from a different story and each passage was

randomly assigned to one of the three sets of interference material.

Procedure: Day 1. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two

stimulus lists and one of the three presentation orders for the first

experimental session and their names and assignments were entered on a

subject roster.

The experiment was conducted in a large multi-purpose room in the

school building. Six experimental stations were spaced around the peri

meter of the room. The experimenters were members of the CAl Reading

Project staff of the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social

Sciences at Stanford University. Each experimenter had considerable

prior experience in administering individual tests for small children.

All experimental work was done under the direct supervision of the author.

Stimulus material was typewritten on white 3 x 5 cards with upper

case primary type. Each passage of interference material was typed on a

ditto master using pica type, and copies were placed in ring binders.

Each book of interference material contained one of the three sets

associated with list 1 and one of the three sets associated with list 2.

In addition to the stimulus deck and interference book, each. station was

e~uipped with a subject roster, a tape recorder and a stop watch.

18



Subjects were assigned to stations on the basi~ of their order in enter

ing the room.

The basic procedure of the experiment was as follows:

1. A stimulus was displayed by hand for two seconds while

the subject read the stimulus aloud.

2. The subject read aloud the appropriate passage in the

interference material for 15 seconds.

3. The subject was given 30 seconds to give an oral

recall of the stimulus.

4. The experimenter scored and recorded the subject's

response on a protocol sheet, turned the page in

the interference book and displayed the next stimulus.

All timing was done with a stop watch and the entire session was recorded

on tape. The experimental sessions averaged 40 minutes. in length.

Standardized instructions were read to each subject. The experi

mental procedure was explained and three training trials were given:

one each for a word, a phrase, and a non-syntactic string. Stimulus

material and interference material for the training trials were selected

under the same constraints that were imposed on the selection of the

experimental material. The same stimulus and interference items were

used for all students for the training trials. The standard directions

and training items are reproduced in Appendix D.

Procedure: Day 2. Each subject was tested on two consecutive days.

Stimulus list assignment was reversed for each subject for the second

day, and the subjects were randomly reassigned to different presentation

orders. A second subject roster was compiled for the neW list and order

19



assignments. Subjects were assigned to experimental stations on Day 2

in the same manner as on Day 1, by the order of their entry into the room.

Design of Experiment II

Subjects. SUbjects for Experiment II were a randomly-selected half

of the pool of 34 subjects. (See page 14 for specific assignment pro

cedures.)

Materials. The stimulus materials for Experiment II consisted of

the set of words, phrases, and non-syntactic strings that was used in

Experiment I. In Experiment II, however, the key word in each stimulus

item was printed in red. For example, the word "coat" was printed in

red when presented· alone. "Coat" 'was also printed in red in the phrase

"his warm coat" and in the non-syntactic string "of run coat." The

order of presentation and the method of assigning subjects to order

groups was the same as in Experiment I.

Interference material was exactly that which was used in Experiment I.

Procedure. The procedure for Experiment II was the same as for

Experiment I except in one important respect: the subjects were reqUired

to recall only the stimulus word which waS printed in red.

20



CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF TIMING STUDY

Introduction

A constant interference interval was desired which would allow for:

1) a maximum range of error over treatment variables, and 2) keep a test

session of 45 trials within the working attention span of third-grade

children. Lacking empirical evidence to gUide a decision, it was assumed

that an interval which would yield a probability of error of approximately

0.50 would meet the two criteria. A preliminary timing study was designed

and executed to establish a reasonable interference interval.

Subjects

A sample of 30 subjects was drawn from the third-grade students of

an elementary school in the Ravenswood School District. Students were

selected on the basis of average or above average reading performance as

measured by their classroom teachers' evaluation. The school was chosen

on the basis of ready availability and near match to the population of

the Palo Alto school based on overall school achievement. A systematic

sample was drawn to balance the effect of a slightly heavier weighting

of minority groups in the Ravenswood school than in the Palo Alto school.

Materials

Three random samples of size 10 were drawn from the 30 words chosen

as single word stimuli for the main experiment. Each list of ten words

was assigned to one of three interference intervals: 15, 30, and 45 sec

onds. Each word was typed in upper case primary type on a white 3 x 5
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card. Interference material was selected from Climbing Higher, a third

grade Basal Reader published by Houghton Mifflin and not in use in the

Ravenswood school. Selection procedures were essentially the same as

those used for the main experiment (see page 15).

Procedure

Subjects were tested individually. The task was described and a

training trial was given for each time interval. Each experimental trial

consisted of the following sequence:

1) A stimulus was displayed for two seconds while the subject read

the word aloud.

2) The stimulus card was turned face down and the subject read

from the book of interference material for the specified interval

(15, 30, or 45 seconds).

3) The subject was given 30 seconds to produce an oral recall of

the stimulus word.

4) The response was recorded by the experimenter who then turned

to the next page of interference material and displayed the next

stimulus card •

.Stimuli were displayed by hand, and timing was done by a stop watch.

The standard introduction and training instructions are reproduced in

Appendix E, and a complete listing of stimulus items and associated in

terference intervals is to be found in Appendix F.

Results

The data from the timing study were analyzed under a one-way Anal

ysis of Variance Design with the total number of errors for each subject

22



for each time interval as the dependent measure. A significant differ

ence was found between the error means (F = 8.6461, p < 0.01). The

means and standard deviations are presented in Table 4. The summary of

the analysis of variance is given in Table 5.

The results of the timing study were somewhat surprising, since

the greatest number of errors occurred in the shortest timing interval

and the smallest number of errors occurred in the middle interval, re

sulting in a dip in the error curve at the 50-second interval (Figure 2a).

A test of significance was made for the difference between the means

that revealed a significant difference between the mean number of errors

for the 15-second and 45-second intervals (t
29

= 2.909, p < 0.01), but

no significance was found for the difference between the means for the

50-second and the 45-second intervals (t
29

= 1.003, p > 0.1).

The lack of significance for the difference between the means for

the 50- and 45-second intervals could account for the dip in the curve

as an aberration in the data with a relatively high probability of occur-

renee.

There still remains the problem of the negative slope of the line,

which is counter to the results reported by Peterson and Peterson (1959)

where the errors increased with each successive increase in length of

the interference interval in a similar immediate memory task. Since

there were three form classes represented in the stimulus material, a

closer examination of the data was made to determine if the general form

of the mean error curve would hold for each form class. The results are

presented in Figure 2b. The major features of the separate curves are

similar to those of the mean error curve, although the curve for the verb
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Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations

of Correct Responses in the Timing Study

15 seconds 30 seconds 45 seconds

Treatment Group 1 2 3

Sample Size 30 30 30

Mean Errors 3.6667 2.1000 2·5000

Standard Deviation 1.4464 1.4227 1.6557
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Table 5

Analysis of Variance of Correct Responses

in the Timing Study

Sources of Degrees of Sum of Mean
Variation Freedom Squares Squares F df Probability

Between Groups 2 39.7556 19.8778 8.6961 2/87 p < 0.01

Within Groups 87 198. 8667 2.2858

Total 89 238.6222
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suggests a strong interaction effect, having the lowest mean proportion

of errors of the three form classes in the 15-second interval and the

highest in the two longer intervals.

One of the major differences between the present study and other

studies of the short-term retention of individual verbal items that are

~eported in the literature (e.g., Peterson and Peterson, 1959; Lindley,

1963) is the use of verbal material in the form of connected discourse

in the interference interval. A startle reaction Was noted in the sub

jects when recall was reQuested at the end of 15 seconds which was absent

when the reQuest came after the longer interference intervals. The ob

served startle reaction might be attributed to a mental set which might

have as contributing factors in its formation, the age group of the sub

jects and the nature of the interference material (i.e., excerpts from

stories). Such a mental set, or differential exp~ctations of the timing

of the recall reQuest, might account for the inhibition of recall perfor

mance after the 15-second interval. The startle effect was not observed

in the two main experiments where the length of the interference interval

was constant for every trial.

Since the slope of the mean error curve between the 30-second and

45-second intervals is similar to others reported in the literature, and

the average error rate for the two intervals (0.255) is reasonably close

to the average error rate for the single word condition in Experiments I

and II(0.274) the higher mean proportion of error in the 15-second inter

val may be considered an artifact of the particular experimental situation.

Further experimentation is indicated using stimulus material which is bal

anced for form class and using smaller interval differences to determine

the replicability of the error curve observed in this timing study.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT I

Scoring

In Experiment I the subjects were asked to recall the entire stim-

ulus (word, phrase, or non-syntactic string). There are three defensible

methods of scoring such responses. Each one involves a variation in

scoring the phrase and the non-syntactic string and yields a different

measure of information. The first, and most obvious, is the all-or-none

method. Each phrase and each non-syntactic string is counted correct if

and only if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the stimulus

and the response. Such a scoring procedure provides the strongest test

of the model in that each phrase and non-syntactic string is considered

as a unit in precisely the same sense that the word is a unit.

A second method of scoring would count the number of individual

words correctly recalled under a sequential constraint. More precisely,

if, in a phrase or string of three words (Wl , W2, W
3
), one and only

one word appears in the response, that word is scored correct and the

response receives a score of 1. If two or more stimulus words appear in

a response, they ~re scored as correct if they are in serial order but

not necessarily contiguous. For example, a response such as WxW1WxW
3

(where W
x

indicates a word not in the stimulUS) would receive a score

of 2. Further, a response such as W
3
W1W2 would also receive a score

of 2. The. result of such a scoring system would be a range of scores

from 0 through 3 for the phrases and non-syntactic strings. Since 0 and
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3 are respectively equivalent of 0 and 1 in the all-or-none system, the

single word items would be scored 0 for incorrect and 3 for correct. Such

a scoring procedure is a weaker test of the model, since it reflects a

partial as well as total recall of both the stru.cture and content of a

phrase or a non-syntactic string.

A third scoring system would remove the serial constraint and simply

count the number of stimulus words appearing in the response, regardless

of order. Such a system is the weakest test of the model, since it re

flects partial recall of the content but ignores the structure of a

phrase or non-syntactic string.

The responses were scored under all three systems. Only the results

of the all-or-none and the serially-constrained 0-3 scorings are reported,

however, since the removal of the serial constraint resulted in a non

systematic change of less than one percent of the total scores.

All-or-None Scoring

The data using the all-or-none scoring system for Experiment I were

analyzed under a 3-factor analysis of variance model (subjects, 17 levels

x form class; 3 conditions x syntax, 3 conditions) with repeated measures

on the last two fac';ors (McNemar, 1962). The observed means on the two

factors of primary interest are presented in Table 6. The complete

analysis of variance table is shown in Table 7.

Interactions. Each of the three factors, subjects (F = 3.262, P < 0.01),

form class (F = 9.496, p < 0.01), and syntax (F = 162.874, p < 0.001),

produced significant main effects. Two of the three possible interactions

were also significant: subjects by syntax (F = 2.194, p < 0.01) and form

class by syntax (F = 2.821, P < 0.05). The interaction of subjects by

syntax merely reflects the perturbations due to individual differences and
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Table 6

Means and Standard Deviations of Correct Responses

in Experiment I (0/1 Scoring)

Word Phrase String Total Form Class

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

\)oJ
f-'

Noun

Preposition

Verb

8.3529 1.3666 3.1765 1.9441 0.4706 0.8745 4.0000 0·7993

7.0588 2.1057 2.8824 2.0881 0.1765 0.5286 3.3725 1.0061

6.1765 2.0382 2.1765 1.7405 0·3529 0.8618 2.9019 1.1472

Total Syntax 7.1961 1.2838 2.7451 1. 5389 .3333 .6346



'"f\)

Table 7

Analysis of Variance of Correct Responses

in Experiment I (0/1 Scoring)

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean FVariation Freedom Squares Squares df Probability

Subjects 16 90.27450 5.64216 3.26179 16/64 p < 0.01
.

.-1- I
.•.

Form Class 2 30.95424 15·47712 9.496 2/32 p < 0.01
>

Syntax 2 1236.32645 6i8.16322 162.874 2/32 p < 0.01

..-.._-'."_..\..••.._.•. ..

Subjects x Form Class 32 52.15685 1.62990 0.942 32/64 P > 0.05

- .
Subjects x Syntax 32 121.45111 3·79535 2.194 32/64 p < 0.01

._. .•,~.,

Form Class x Syntax 4 19.51654 4.87914 2.821 4/64 p < 0.05

--
Residual 64 110·70512 1.72977

.•..- ~. ..._-
Total 152 1661.38481 II



is of little interest. The confounding due to the interaction of form

class by syntax is a more serious matter and must be considered in some

detail.

The effects of the Form Class by Syntax interaction may be expressed

by I "k = X" - X" - X k + X" k (Dixon, 1965). A table of inter-.J .Jk .J •.• ~J

actions is presented in Table 8. A positive number in the table indicates

an enhancing effect and a negative number indicates a depressing effect

It is apparent byX "k.J

inspection that the four corner cells are receiving the greatest effect.

of the Form Class x Syntax interaction on

The effects are small relative to the observed cell means in the single

word condition with the noun being slightly enhanced and the verb

slightly depressed. In the non-syntactic condition, however, the effects

are large, relative to the observed means, and the reverse of those in

the word condition; the nOun non-syntactic string is depressed and the

verb non-syntactic string is enhanced. The total effect of the inter-

action, then, is to expand the range of scores in the single word con-

dition and to a smaller extent in the phrase condition and to compress

the range of scores in the non-syntactic condition. The effect may be

seen graphically in Figll.re 4. Figure 3 ill.ustrates the effect of the

interaction on the Syntax variable.

Main Effects: Form Class. It is difficult to interpret the significant

main effect due to Form Class since the non-syntactic strings are arbi-

trary constructs rather than naturally-occurring language units which

may be defined by form class. For example, one cannot speak of a noun

non-syntactic phrase in the same sense that one can speak of a noun phrase.

The non-syntactic strings are identified, rather than defined, by the
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Table 8

Interactions for Form Class x Syntax

in Experiment I (0/1 Scoring)

Syntax

Form Class

Noun

Preposition

Verb

Hord

-0.0849(

-0.49673

Phrase

-0.14379

0.18954
--r----

-0.04575

34

Non-Syntactic
String

-0.43791

-0.10458
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occurrence of a word (1) of the same form class as in the associated

phrase, and (2) occupying the same position as in the associated phrase.

In the noun phrase, for example, the noun appears in the final position,

and a noun non-syntactic string is identified as a non-syntactic string

in which a noun appears in the final position. The effects of the Form

Class variable in the non-syntactic string are therefore essentially

meaningless.

To determine the true importance of the main effect of the Form

Class variable, one must examine the differences between means under the

single word and phrase conditions. Since this is a repeated-measures

design,a t-test corrected for correlated measures is an appropriate

test for the differences between means (McNemar, 1962).

A test for significance of the difference between each pair of means

in the phrase condition indicated no difference between any pair for

q = 0.05. Each pair of observed means in the word condition was examined.

No significant differences were found between contiguous pairs. The test

betw~en the noun and the verb, however, yielded a t 16 = 4.489, p < 0.001.

Main Effect: Syntax Variable. The main effect of the Syntax variable was

found to be highly significant (F = 162.874, p < 0.001). A test of the

difference between column means yielded high significance between each

pair: Xw - ~h' t = 8.677, p < 0.001; Xph - Xs ' t = 7.19, p < 0.001;

and X - X, t = 22.204, p < 0.001. Further tests between cell meansw s

were not made since the differences were large and in the same direction

as the column means. A comparison of the table of interactions (Table 8)

and the table of observed means (Table 6) indicates that while the effect

of the interaction is to expand the range of means in the noun condition,
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the range is compressed in both the preposition and verb conditions.

Elimination of the confounding effect would on the whole serve to increase

the differences between word, phrase, and non-syntactic conditions.

Cell Intercorrelations. Since rorm Class was a powerful variable, another

confounding effect could be due to the fact that form class elements

were not unique to each cell. It may be seen in Table 2, for example,

that articles appear in both the noun phrase and the prepositional phrase.

As a further example, nouns appear not only in the noun condition but

also in the verb phrase and prepositional phrase. Other form class

elements which are shared among the cells are: adjectives (NPh, VS),

modals (VPh, VS), verbs (all verb conditions and PS) and prepositions

(all preposition conditions and NS).

If the sharing of form class elements produced a significant con

founding effect, it would be reflected in a set of unexpected correla

tions between the cells. Using the total correct responses for each

student as the dependent measure, a cell intercorrelation matrix was

computed and is presented in Table 9. Since the question of confounding

is a serious one, a = 0.1 was chosen for evaluating the correlations

as a conservative guard against a Type II error.

The correlations between PPh - PS, VPh - VS, VW - VPh, and VW - VS

are not unexpected since they shared,respectively, the same prepositions

and verbs. The remainder of the correlations, however, gives rise to

the suspicion of a confounding effect due to shared form-class elements.

To test the hypothesis of a confounding effect, the 12 pairs of cells

were ranked by the number of words or form class elements in common and

compared to the ranked correlations by computing a Spearman Rank
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Table 9

Intercorrelation Matrix for All Dependent Measures

in Experiment I (0/1 Scoring)

NW NS PW PPh PS VW VPh vs

NW

NPh

NS

PW

PPh

PS

VW

VPh

VS

~ -0. 16 1 -0.12 * -0.006-0.12 0.009 -0.26 0.36 -0.002

'"
*-0.02 -0.02 0.28 0.21 0.05 0.45 0.04

""
* * *0.15 0.41 0.21 0.27 0.35 0.68

~ *-0.17 0.21 0.38 -0.21 0.16

""
* * *0.47 0.25 0·71 0.58

~ *0.20 0.10 0.68

I "", * *0.39 0.32

""
*0.46

.~

* Significant at 0.1 .1evel.
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Correlation Coefficient: r. The computation} corrected for tied ranks}s

yielded r
s -0.238, p > .05. The hypothesis of a confounding effect

due to shared form-class elements is not upheld by the data.

0-3 Scoring

The responses were scored by the sequentially-constrained 0-3

procedure described on page 28. The resulting data were analyzed under

the same 3-factor ANOVA model used for the 0/1 scoring. The observed

means are reported in Table 10 and the analysis of variance computations

are summarized in Table 11.

Interactions. As was the case for the 0/1 scoring, two of the three

possible interactions were significant: Subject by Syntax (F = 1.83,

p < 0.05) and Form Class by Syntax (F = 1.64, p < 0.05). The table of

Form Class by Syntax interactions is found in Table 12. A comparison of

Table 12 and Table 10 indicates that, as in the 0/1 scoring, the inter-

action effects are small in relation to the observed means in the single

word condition and serve to expand the range of means. The phrase con-

dition is relatively unaffected, and the range is slightly compressed

for non-syntactic strings.

The interaction effect on the form-class variable tends to spread

the scores in the noun condition and to a slight extent also in the

prepositions. However, it tends to decrease the range of means in the

verb condition. Interaction effects are graphically presented in Figures

5 and 6.

Main Effects: Form Class. The same problems arise in evaluating the

significant main effect of the Form Class variable (F = 11.07, p < 0.001)

that were discussed in relation to the 0/1 scoring. The effect of Form
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Table 10

Means and Standard Deviations for Correct Responses

in Experiment I (0-3 Scoring)

Word Phrase String Total Form Class

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

+0
I-"

Noun

Preposition

Verb

25.05882 4.0999 16.05882 4.7232 6·76471 4.0548 15.96078 3.1422

21.17647 6.3170 14.23529 5·3330 3.58824 2.9167 13.0000 2.7361

18·52941 6.1147 13.11765 6.8180 4.58824 4.0320 12.07843 4.0868

Total Syntax 21.58823 3.8415 14.47059 4.3302 4.98039 2.9423 13.67974 8.0164



~
J\)

Table 11

Analysis of Variance for Correct Responses

in Experiment I (0-3 Scoring)

Source of ! Degrees of Sums of Mean F df ProbabilityVariation Freedom Squares Squares

Subjects 16 1028.19603 64.26225 3·77 16/64 p < 0.01

Form Class 2 419.69930 209.84965 11.07 2/32 p < 0.001
.

Syntax 2 7081.26605 3540.63303 113·77 2/32 p < 0.001

Subjects x Form Class 32 606·74490 18.96078 loll 32/64 p > 0.25
- . .

Subjects x Syntax 32 995.84375 31.12012 1.83 32/64 p < 0.05

Form Class x Syntax 4 I 111.63513 27·90878 1.64 4/64 p < 0.05,,

Residual 64 1089.91699 I 17·02995
!

Total 152 111333.30212 ,
I



Table 12

Interactions for Form Class x Syntax

in Experiment I (0-3 Scoring)

Syntax

Form Class Word Phrase
Non-Syntactic

String

Noun

Preposition

Verb

1.18954 -0.69281 -0.49673

0.26797 0.44444 -0.71242

-1.45752 0.24837 1.20915
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Class in the non-syntactic string condition is ignored for reasons pre

sented on page 33.

The difference between each pair of means in the phrase condition

was tested and no significant difference was found for any pair. The

same test was e~ually negative for contiguous pairs in the word condition

but the difference between nouns and verbs was found to be highly sig

nificant (t = 4.470, p < 0.001).

Main Effects: Syntax. The main effect of the syntax variable was found

to be highly significant (F = 113.77, p < 0.001). The difference be

tween each pair of column means was tested with the following results:

W - Ph (t = 6.049, p < 0.001), Ph - S (t = 9.038,p < 0.001) and

W - S (t = 15.342, P < 0.001).

Cell Intercorrelations. Following the same argument presented under the

0/1 scoring, cell intercorrelations were computed (Table 13) and examined

for evidence of a confounding effect due to shared form-class elements.

The Pearson r s was not computed, since all the significant correlations

are small and~occur almost exclusively between cells in the same treatment

condition.

Aural Reading Index

Scoring. The aural reading performance of each student during each 15

second interference interval was recorded on tape. Ninety samples of

aural reading performance were collected for each student, or a total of

1260 samples for each experiment. Each observation was scored by com

paring the performance on the tape with a printed copy of the interference

material. The total number of text words read was recorded. Reading

errors were defined as any output on the tape that did not match the

printed text (omissions, substitutions, repetitions, etc.). Errors werr
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Table 13

Intercorrelation Matrix for All Dependent Measures

in Experiment I (0-3 Scoring)

NPh NS PW PPh PS vw VPh VS

NW

NPh

NS

PW

PPh

PS

vw

VPh

VS

~ * * *·31 .19 - .16 .06 -.15 .36 .31 -.19

~ * * *.40 -.09 .39 .07 .30 .39 .15

I~ .16 .49* * * *.25 .32 .33 .49

I~ *-.23 -.006 .38 .05 .n

~ * *.20 .26 .37 .42

!~ -.06 *.39

i~ *.48 .10

I~ .08

~

* Significant at the 0.1 level.
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subtracted from the number of text words read to determine an Aural

Reading Index (ARI) for each 15-second observation. The mean ARI was

computed for each cell of the Form Class x Syntax matrix. The resulting

table of means is presented in Table 14.

Validity. The ARI was found to correlate highly with the BRA Comprehen

sion scores (r = 0.73) and with the SRA Vocabulary scores (r = 0.89).

Stability of the correlations over experimental ConditionS is demonstrated

in Tables 15 and 16a.

Influence of Experimental Conditions. An apparently systematic ordering

of the ARI means was noted in Table 14. The hypothesis that the immediate

memory tasks exerted a systematic influence on reading performance was

tested in a 3-factor ANOVA model. with repeated measures. Reading per

formance as reflected in the ARI Score was the dependent variable. The

summary of the analysis Of variance is presented in Table 17.

No significant interaction effect was found for Subject x Form Class.

However, the interactions of Subject x Syntax (F = 1.961, p <0.05)

and Form Class x Syntax (F = 5.251, p < 0.01) were both significant.

The main effects of interest were both significant: Form Class (F = 4.080,

p < 0.05) and Syntax (F = 11.98, p < 0.001).

Correlation of ARI with Correct Recall. A correlation matrix was calcu

lated for the total ARI scores with the total number of correct responses

in all treatment conditions (Table 16b). No significant correlations

were found at the 0.05 level.
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Table 14

Mean Aural Reading Indices by Experimental Condioions

for Experiment I

Word Phrase String

Noun

Prep

Verb

217·29 188.35 181.00

202.12 183.00 181.29

190.53 178.94 190·71

195·55

188.80

203·31

49
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Table 15

Correlation Matrix for Aural Reading Index Score

with SRA Comprehension Score by Experimental Conditions

in Experiment I

Word Phrase String

Noun

Prep.

Verb

0.68 0·76 0·70

0·74 0.76 0·75

0·71 0·71 0·73

0·72

0·75

0·72

0·75

50

0·73 0·73



Table 16 a

Correlation Matrix for Aural Reading Index Score

with SRA Vocabulary Score by Experimental Conditions

in Experiment I

..9. 88 _0.91 ,9.87

. .9.89 0·90 0.87

0.87 0.88 0.89

Faun

J'rep

'yerb

Word ,1'hrase

0.90

51

jltring

0.88

_0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89



Table 16b

Correlation Matrix for Total Number of Correct Responses

with Total ARI Score by Treatment Conditions

in Experiment I (0/1 Scoring)

Word Phrase String

Noun

Prep.

Verb

0,33 0,04 -0.02

0.08 0.04 -0.14

0,39 0.36 0.03

0.17

52

0,17

0,09

0.43

0.30
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Table 17

Analysis of Variance of Aural Reading Index Scores

for Experiment I

Sources of Degrees of SU1Jls.of Mean F ProbabilityVariation Freedom Squares Squares df

Subjects 16 1693068.60938 105816.78809 3.86617 16/64 p < 0.01

Form Class 2 2170.40469 1085.20235 4.08006 2/32 p < 0.05

Syntax 2 12858.40112 6429.20056 11.97668 2/32 p < 0.001

Subjects x Form Class 32 8511.°5000 265.97656 0.97178 32/64 p > 0.10

Subjects x Syntax 32 17177.90625 536.80957 1.96131 32/64 p < 0.05

Form Class x Syntax 4 5749.00769 1427·25192 5·25120 4/64 p < 0.01

Residual 64 17516.76563 273.69946

Total 152 1757052.31250



CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT I

The chunking theory, extended to the syntactic level, predicts that

a three-word phrase will be recalled approximately as well as a single

monosyllabic word and that the recall for three words not syntactically

related will be significantly lower. In terms of Experiment I, the theory

predicts that the mean of the words will not differ significantly from

the mean of the phrases and that both will be significantly greater than

the mean of the non-syntactic strings.

- -The first prediction from the theory, W~ Ph, is not supported by

the data. It is clear, under both scoring conditions, that the words were

recalled with greater accuracy than the phrases. This finding held for

all three Form Class conditions. It is interesting to note, however, that

in absolute terms, approximately twice the number of words were recalled

in the phrase condition than in the single word condition and nearly three

times the number of words were recalled from the phrases than from the

non-syntactic strings.

While the first prediction of the theory is not upheld by the data,

it is also clear (for both scoring methods) that the word and phrase con-

ditions were superior to the non-syntactic string. An interesting com-

parison of the two scoring methods can be made by reducing the results of

both to proportions of stimuli correctly recalled. Figure 7 compares the

two scoring methods after such a reduction. It is evident that under

either method the relationship of word-phrase-string is essentially linear.
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The Form Class by Syntax interaction found in both analyses of the

data for Experiment I would be more startling by its absence than by its

presence. The experimental task was a language-related activity, and

since both form class and syntax are powerful variables in the structure

of language, they would be expected to interact in any experiment in

which language was involved. A few observations may be made from the

data, however, concerning the differential effect of form class on the

syntax variable.

The effect of form class on the single word condition was to expand

the range of means between the noun and the verb. A number of explana

tions for such an effect come readily to mind. It is well established

in the literature of language development (Weir, 1962, and Leopold, 1949)

that nouns appear before verbs in the speech of infants, and certain

verb forms are not well mastered by many .primary-grade children. The

relative concreteness of nouns and abstractness of verbs is a semantic

factor that might be considered. Simple frequency alone could also ac

count for the superior recall of nouns compared to verbs. The vast

majority of sentences, both spoken and written, contains nouns and verbs

in at least a two-to-one ratio. The simple SVO sentence is a good

illustration of such a ratio. Each of these factors, taken singly or in

combination, could account for the superiority of nouns over verbs in the

single-word condition.

It is interesting to note that the phrase condition is less affected

by the interaction than either the word or non-syntactic string conditions.

It might be argued that differences observed between the noun and verb are



masked in the phrases by the addition of articles, modals, and adjectives.

If such was the case, a similar masking effect should be observed in the

non-syntactic strings, since they are also composed of nouns, prepositions,

and verbs plus articles, modals, and adjectives. The evidence, however,

is to the contrary: the interaction effect for the non-syntactic string

is e~ual to that of the single word but in the opposite direction.

These observations suggest that there is something about the syntac

tic organization of the phrase which, when removed, results in the elim

ination of the effect of form class as a variable in an immediate memory

task involving displays greater in length than one word. The lack of

interaction of SUbjects by Form Class indicates that this view of the

Form Class variable is stable over the experimental population.

The interaction of Subject by Syntax gives rise to the ~uestion:

was syntactic chunking more effective for some children than for others?

If such was indeed the case one would expect to find some subjects whose

performance in the phrase condition approached their level of performance

on single words, while other subjects would exhibit recall performance

for phrases which more nearly matched their recall of non-syntactic

strings.

To obtain a rough test of this notion, the individual scores in the

phrase condition were examined and the subjects with the three highest

and the three lowest scores were identified. The mean performance for

the six extreme cases in the phrase condition was plotted over all three

syntactic conditions. The results can be seen in Figure 8. The differ

ence between the two means in the word condition is less than one word

(.78) and the difference for non-syntactic strings is exactly the same (.78).
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The difference between the two means in the phrase condition, however, is

more than four words (4.2). Since extreme values were selected on one

measure, a regression effect on other measures is to be expected. It is

unlikely, however, that regression to the mean would produce an effect

as pronounced as the one observed in Figure 8.

If syntactic coding is differentially effective for different chil

dren and if such coding is related to reading, then one would expect that

the difference in scores between good and poor readers would again be

greater for the phrase than for either the word or non-syntactic string

condition. To test this notion the subjects were ranked on SRA Total

Reading Scores and divided into a high and a low group. The middle or

ninth-ranking subject was discarded to maintain equivalent groups, and

the mean scores for the high and the low groups were computed for each

syntax condition. The results are presented in Figure 9. The differ

ences were again less than one word in both the word and non-syntactic

string conditions (0.67 and 0.29 respectively). The difference in the

phrase condition was nearly two words (1.75).

Tests of significance on the observations presented in Figures 8 and

9 cannot be made, since the experiment was not designed to examine those

questions and the confidence boynds for any such test would be unknown.

They are only suggestive for further research.

Let us assume for the moment, however, that children do possess

differing levels of competency in syntactic encoding. The failure of the

phrase scores to approximate those for words can then be accounted for in

terms of the conceptual model presented in Chapter 1.
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When a string of words enters the coding mechanism, the probability

that a ,match is reported at the phrase level depends on at least two

other factors: (1) the probability that the string is a well-formed

phrase; :,Pr(,d) and (2) that an adequate set of phrase structure models

exists in long-term store; Pr(~). Given that the string is indeed a

phrase, Pr(a); 1, then the match will occur with Pr(~). If the stored

set of phrase structure models is meager, Pr(~) ~O and if the set is

large, Pr(~) ~l.

If no-match is reported at the phrase level, each word of the string

enters the immediate memory buffer as a discrete unit. The loss of any

unit before it enters long-term store will cause a failure of recall under

the all-or-none scoring.

Under the above assumptions it is clear that the phrase mean score

will apprOXimate the word mean score in an immediate memory task only in

a population with a solid command of English phrase structure, and inter

mediate results fOr phrases are not surprising fornine-year-old children.

The results of the analysis employing ARI scores as dependent

measures indicate that there, is a small but highly systematic influence

exerted on reading performance by differential taxing of the immediate

memory process. A covert rehearsal routine might be postulated to account

for this effect. Under the conceptual model assumed as the framework of

this study, vocal responses to visual stimuli must be initiated after the

visual input has reached the memory buffer (see Figure 1). Covert re

hearsal may be thought of as a multiple-copy process where items tagged

for retrieval in the near future are repeatedly cycled through the memory

buffer and a new copy is stored in long-term memory with each cycle,
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thus increasing the probability of successful retrieval. With each pass

through the memory buffer, however, the item runs some risk of being lost

and a new copy not being made.

If we assume that a search for the tagged item must be made in long~

term store at the beginning of each cycle, it is clear that this search

must consume some interval of time. The interval must be extremely small

but must vary in relation to the number of discrete units in the item

being looked for and the number of copies that have been stored.

It follows, then, that if the stimulus which is tagged for early

retrieval is coded as a single unit (i.e., a word or a phrase) it will

re~uire less search-time and will also occupy less space in the buffer

for each cycle than will a complex stimulus (i.e., a string of three un

related words). It is reasonable to conclude that the simpler stimuli

will cause fewer, or at least briefer, interruptions in the flow of visual

input through the memory buffer which is routed for overt rehearsal, or

speech. Under the above assumptions, the higher the probability of a

stimulus being encoded as a single unit, the more rapid and accurate will

be the reading during the interference interval. Therefore, the ordering

of the ARI scores may be viewed as a sensitive index of the processing

difficulty of an immediate memory task.

It must be emphasized that the above discussion is limited to the

process of placing multiple copies of the tagged items in long-term store_

and does not speak to the point of the probability of retrieval and cor

rect reporting at the time of recall. The models presented by Atkinson

and Shiffrin for the probability of correct recall under the assumption

of multiple copies in LTS are complex and depend only in part on the
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absolute number of copies:.in LTS. The low correlations between the number

of correct responses and the total ARI scores for all treatment conditions,

when considered in conjunction with the sensitivity of ARI scores to the

multiple-copy process, lend support to the notion that the storage and

retrieval processes do not exhibit a simple linear relationship.'
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CHAPTER VI

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT II

In Experiment II, subjects were asked to recall only a single word

from a stimulus array. Choice of scoring procedures was therefore lim

ited to the all-or-none method. The dependent measure for each calcula

tion presented under Experiment II was the total correct responses for

each student, each response being scored 0/1.

The data from Experiment II was examined under the same 3-factor

analysis of variance model with repeated measures that was used in

Experiment I. The analysis of variance summary is shown in Table 18,

and the observed means are given in Table 19.

Interactions

All interactions were found to be significant: Subjects x Form

Class (F = 1.82, P < 0.01) and Form Class x Syntax (F = 4.57, p < 0.01).

The discussions will be limited to the latter, since the subject inter

actions simply reflect well-known individual differences.

A comparison of the table of interactions (Table 20) and the table

of observed means (Table 19) shows that the effect of the interaction

was slight relative to the size of the observed means. The major portion

of the interaction effect is found between the preposition and verb, and

the word and phrase conditions. The performance on the single preposi

tion is enhanced and performance on the prepositional phrase is depressed.

The reverse is true for the verb and verb phrase. The effect on the

. syntax variable m~y be seen in Figure 10. When plotted for the form-
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Table 18

Analysis of Variance of Correct Responses

in Experiment II

Sources of Degrees of Sums of Mean F df ProbabilityVariation Freedom Squares Squares

Subjects 16 317.94769 19.87173 13.80 16/64 p < 0.001

Form Class 2 55.54247 27·77123 10.58 2/32 p < 0.001

Syntax 2 128.05226 64.02613 18.83 2/32 p < 0.001

Subjects x Form Class 32 84.01303 2.62541 1.82 32/64 p < 0.05

Subjects x Syntax 32 108.83659 3.40114 2.36 32/64 p < 0.01

Form Class x Syntax 4 26.30068 6.57517 4.57 4/64 p < 0.01

Residual 64 92.14356 1.43974

Total 152 812.83627



Table 19

Means and Standard'Deviations of Correct Responses

in Experiment II

Word Phrase String Total Form Class

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

m
m

Noun

Preposition

Verb

8.0588 1.7843 6.4118 1.6977 6.1176 1.8669 4.8627 1·5503
,

7·7059 1.3585 4.6471 2.3168 5·0000 1.8708 5.7843 1.4431

6·1765 2.6748 5.5882 2.0633 4.5882 2.4510 5.4509 1.9718
,

Total Syntax 7.3137 1·5963 5·5390 1.8217 5·2353 1.7391



Table 20

Interactions for Form Class x Syntax

In Experiment II

Form Class Word

Syntax

Phrase
Non-Syntactic

String

Noun

Preposition

Verb

-0.08497 0.03268 0.05229

0.64052 -0.65359 0.01307

-0.55556 0.62091 -0.06536
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class variable, the interaction effect results in a crossing .of the

preposition and verb curves at the phrase condition (Figure 11).

Main Effects: Form Class

The Form Class variable produced a highly significant main effect

(F ; 10.58, p < 0.001) which can be more easily interpreted than in

Experiment I, since the stimulus item to be recalled was exactly the

same over the three Syntax conditions. For example, the relevant stim

ulus was the noun alone in the word condition, the noun in the noun

phrase, and the noun in the non-syntactic string. The order of means for

the Form Class variable was: Noun (6.86274), Preposition (5.78431), and

Verb (5.45098).

Main Effects: Syntax

The main effect for the Syntax variable was highly significant

(F ; 18.83, p < 0.01). A test of the differences between column means

showed significance between W - Ph (t
16

; 4.104, p < 0.001) and be

tween W - S (t16 ; 5.153, p < 0.001). The difference between the means

for Ph - S,' however, was not significant (t16 ; 1.356, p > 0.1).

Since a strong Form Class by Syntax interaction effect was found,

the differences between cell means were examined for the Syntax variable.

No significant differences were found between the means for the Phrase

and Non-Syntactic String in either the noun or preposition condition.

The difference between the phrase and non-syntactic meanS in the verb

condition, however, was significant (t16 ; 2.915, p < 0.05). No tests

were made between the Word and Phrase in the Noun and Preposition con

ditions, since the differences are in the same direction and equal to or
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greater than the difference between the column means. The difference

between the Word and Phrase means in the Verb condition is small, however;

therefore a test of significance was made. The result (t16 = 0.916,

p > 0.1) indicated no significant difference between words and phrases

in the Verb condition.

Cell Intercorrelations

The argument set forth under Experiment I (p. 38) for testing for

a possible confounding due to shared form~class elements is also appli~

cable to Experiment II. The correlations between cells were therefore

computed and are presented in Table 21.

A large number of significant correlations between cells were found.

Over ten per cent of the pairs of cells were significantly correlated.

The hypothesis of confounding due to shared form-class elements was

tested by the Spearman r .
s

The hypothesis was not supported by the

data (r = 0.236, P > 0.05).s

ARI Analysis

The ARI scores for Experiment II were examined under the 3-factor

analysis of variance model. A summary of the analysis is given in Table

23, and the observed means are reported in Table 22. All effects, both

main and interactions, were found to be significant with one exception:

the Subject x Syntax yielded an F ratio of less than 1.
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Table 21

Intercorrelation Matrix for All Dependent Measures

in Experiment II

NW NPh NS PW PPh PS VW VPh VS

NW

NPh

NS

PW

PPh

_ PS

vw

VPh

VS

~ * * * * * *0·51 0·73 0.29 0·50 0.21 0.69 0·55 0.56

~ * * * * * *0.65 0.35 0·75 0·55 0.22 0.68 0.67

~ * * * * *0.33 0·72 0.48 0·31 0·55 0.58

~ * * *0.22 0.22 0.38 0.42 0.45

~ * * *0.63 0.10 0·70 0·72

~ 0.06 * *0.42 0.60

~ * *0.40 0·37

~ *0.82

~

* Significant at 0.10 level.
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Table 22

Mean Aural Reading Index Scores by Experimental Conditions

for Experiment II

Word Phrase

Noun

Prep

Verb

22Q·59 191.47 184.24

191.94 186.82 182·53

191.82 184.12 180.00

187.10

185.31

.201.45 187.47

73

182.25 190.39
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Table 23

Analysis of Variance of Aural Reading Indices

for Experiment II

Sources of Degrees of Sums of Mean F df ProbabilityVariation Freedom Squares Squares

Subjects 16 1687103.87500 105443.99219 29·59053 16/64 p < 0.001

=~-- ~

Form Class 2 5443.80212 2721.90106 5·23151 2/32 p < 0.05

Syntax 2 10049.44788 5024.72394 14.72235 2/32 p < 0.001

Subjects x .Form Class 32 16649.25000 520.28906 1.46007 32/64 p > 0.05
.

Subjects x Syntax 32 10921.56250 341.29883 0.95777 32/64 p > 0.05

--
Form Class x Syntax 4 4519.92480 1129.98120 3.17104 I 4/64 p < 0.05 j

.,.".•',,,................=","'-'"""

,
Residual

I
64 l 22806.00000 356.34375

--.
Total 152 1757493.84375 i i,

i j "I !, -,~-_.-~~--'



CHAPTER VII

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT II

Experimen~ II was essentially a replication on the syntactic level

of the Lindley study described previously in Chapter I, page 6, The

major prediction of the chunking theory relevant to this experiment was

that a word, imbedded in a phrase, would be recalled approximately as

well as when presented alone,

The results did not support the prediction, The mean recall of a

word, when imbedded in a phrase, was at a much lower level than when pre

sented alone, and the level of recall was not significantly different

than when it was accompanied by totally irrelevant stimuli in the non

syntactic string,

An apparent reversal of the overall effect was found in the verb

condition where the mean recall score for the phrase was not significantly

lower than for the verb alone, This is a point in the data which is

difficult to interpret, since there is nothing else in the data of either

Experiment I or II that would indicate a possible superiority of the verb

phrase compared to the prepositional phrase, Lacking any supporting

evidence, one may assume that the interaction is a random aberration and

accept the general finding that chunking did not facilitate recall in

the phrase condition,

Four reasons might be advanced why the results of this experiment

conflict So radically with the findings reported by Lindley, The first

and most obvious reason is that Lindley was investigating a lower level
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of the coding hierarchy, u,cing letter,,,, relevant stimuli and words as

coding units. The second I'eason, which closely related to the fiTst,

is that the experimental population for ',he Lindley study was composed of

college students as oppo'cd to the third-grade population of che present

study. Third, the surrocmding stimuli (coding cues) were not pronounced

by Lindley's subjects. ,Finally, the interference activity was a mathe

matical rather than a r ~ding activity.

As a further test 0:2 whether or not syntactic coding was a factor in

the performance on Experiment II, the subjects were ranked on the SRA

Total Reading Score and divided into High and Low groups. The median

subject was discarded in order to maintain balanced groups. The mean

number of correct responses was compared for each condition of the Syntax

variable. The differences between groups was stable over all three con

ditions (Figure 12).

It was noted in the discussion of Experiment I that choosing extreme

cases in the Phrase condition and comparing their mean scores in the Word

and Non-syntactic String conditions provide a more sensitive estimation

of variability in coding efficiency. The examination of extreme cases in

the data from Experiment II proved to be of little value since the score

of the three highest subjects varied less than one word over the three

conditions. A ceiling effect for the mean recall scores was apparent at

about nine words (Figure 13). The lowest scoring subjects in the Phrase

condition performed at essentially the same level in the Non-syntactic

Strings. The comparisons of both the full and the extreme high and low

groups confirm the finding that phrase structure did not facilitate re

call of an imbedded stimulus.
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The ARI analysis provided additional confirmation of the above con

clusion. As in Experiment I, the matrix of mean ARI scores essentially

paralleled the ordering of the mean correct responses. The analysis of

the ARI scores confirmed the previous finding in Experiment I that differ

ential loading of the memory processes is reflected in reading perfor-

mance.

Comparison of Experiments I and II

In Experiment II the experimental task was to recall a single word

from the phrase or the non-syntactic string. The word to be recalled was

made distinctive by printing it in red. For the purposes of the experi

ment this distinctive word was the "key word" of the phrase or string.

Grammatically, the arguments are clear for considering the noun and verb

as the key words of the noun and verb phrases respectively. The claim of

the preposition to be the key word of a prepositional phrase is somewhat

weaker, and of course no linguistic rationale can be advanced for consid

ering any form class word as the key word of a non-syntactic string.

Since in Experiment I the "key word" as experimentally defined was

not made distinctive by different-colored type and the subjects were try

ing to recall all of the words in the stimulus, three interesting questions

can be asked: (1) Is there a psychological reality to the linguistic

notion of a key word in a phrase that will cause it to be remembered more

often than when it occupies the same position in a non-syntactic string?

(2) How will the recall of the key word in Experiment I, where no atten

tion is drawn to it, compare with the recall of the key word in Experiment

I;I:, ..where explicit attention is drawn to it.? . And (3) hew will these com

parisons differ between subjects of high and low reading ability as
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measured by the SRA Total Reading Scores?

The subjects for Experiment I were divided into two groups of eight

subjects on the basis of the SRA Total Reading Scores and the number of

correct recall responses for each "key word" were counted for each sub

ject. The results are presented in Table 24, where each cell entry is

the total number of correct responses in 10 trials by 8 students.

It is clear that there is some psychological as well as linguistic

basis for the notion of a key word in a noun, verb, and prepositional

phrase. Both groups in Experiment I recalled many more "key words" in

the phrase than in the non-syntactic string.

It is also clear that an operational grasp of the key word concept

is directly related to reading ability. The scores for the high and low

group of Experiment I are essentially the same in both the Word and Non

syntactic String condition, but the scores of the low group are only a

little better than half the scores of the high group in the Phrase con

dition. A particularly low score was made by the low group on the verb

in the verb phrase.

Neither group in Experiment I approached the scores of the comparable

group in Experiment II, except in the single word condition, where the

scores for all four groups are essentially the same.

The single word condition provides a point of comparison between

Experiment I and II, since both the stimuli and the memory tasks were

the same in both experiments. The comparability of the two groups of

subjects is confirmed by their mean scores on the single word condition.

The mean correct Word responses in Experiment I was 7.1961, and the mean

correct Word responses in Experiment II was 7.3137.
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Table 24

Sum of Correct Recalls of "Key Word"

by Subjects with High and Low SRA Total Reading Scores

in Experiments I and II

Experiment I:

Low

W Ph NS W Ph NS

N

P

v

69 31 5

56 28 2

54 26 5

66 19 3

55 16 1
.

42 8 1

Experiment II:

W Ph NS W

Low

Ph NS

N

P

v

.

70 57 57

65 47 47

59 52 48

57 47 41

57 29 34

37 39 28
I

xi" = 80 (8 subjects and 10 trials per sUbject).
J max
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A second comparison can be made between the performance of the two

groups. The material that was read during the interference intervals

was the same in both experiments. The grand mean of the ARI scores was

190·35 for Experiment I, and 190.39 for Experiment II.

In light~f the above comparisons, none of the differences on the

dimension of syntactic coding that was observed between the two experi

ments can be accounted for by a hypothesis of differing reading or memory

processing abilities between the two groups.



CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY

A conceptual model was developed, based on the Atkinson-Shiffrin

memory model, which incorporated features of the Miller chunking hypoth

esis. An information chunking or coding mechanism was postulated to

exist between the sensory buffer and the immediate memory buffer of the

Atkinson-Shiffrin model. A hierarchy of coding routines was also pos

tulated for the processing of verbal data, proceeding from the elementary

binary bit, through graphemes, phonemes, words, phrases, and sentences.

Evidence was cited from the literature which supported the chunking

hypothesis at the levels of letters and words, and two experiments were

designed to test the chunking hypothesis at the level of syntactic en

coding.

Two major predictions flow from the chunking hypothesis as it was

incorporated in the memory model. First, if the assumption of a hierarchy

of coding routines is viable, then, in an immediate memory task, a three

word phrase should be recalled approximately as often as a single mono

syllabic word, and a string of three words which are not syntactically

related should be recalled less frequently than either a phrase or a

single word. Secondly, imbedding a stimulus word in a non-syntactic

string should depress the probability of recall for that word, since the

accompanying words will act as irrelevant and interfering stimuli. On

the other hand, if the stimulus word is imbedded in a phrase, the proba

bility of recall should not be depressed, since the words in a phrase. are



assumed to be encoded into a single syntactic unit and processed as such

in the memory system.

Both experiments involved a two-second display of a stimulus item

(word, phrase, or non-syntactic string), a fifteen-second interference

interval, and a thirty-second recall interval during which the subjects

attempted an aural reproduction of the stimulus. In Experiment I the

subjects were asked to recall the entire stimulus, and in Experiment II

the subjects were asked to recall only a single word which had been made

distinctive in the stimulus array by printing it in a different color

than the accompanying words. The stimulus items and the interference

material was the same for both experiments.

The effect of form class on the experimental task was investigated

in both experiments by the use of nouns, prepositions, and verbs as

single words and in noun, preposition, and verb phrases and also as units

of non-syntactic strings. All words in the stimulus items were chosen

in such a manner as to assure their well-practiced familiarity in the

reading vocabulary of the subjects.

An aural reading task was used to prevent rehearsal of the stimuli

and to keep the experiments, as much as possible, in a realistic reading

framework. Third-grade subjects were chosen to insure some minimal read

ing skills and to minimize the effects of formal training in reading on

the experimental variables.

The results of the two experiments were somewhat mixed in the sense

of upholding or not upholding the two major predictions or hypotheses

derived from the conceptual model. It is clear from the results of Ex

periment I that phrase structure facilitates recall as opposed to the
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non-syntactic strings. It is equally clear, however, that phrases were

not recalled as frequently as single word items. It was pointed out

that the subjects varied rather widely in their ability to recall phrases.

Subjects who made high scores for phrases were compared on the single

word and non-syntactic string conditions with subjects who made low

scores for phrases. It waS found that the mean scores for the two groups

differed by less than one correct response in both the single word and

the non-syntactic string conditions. The same relationship held when

the subjects were dichotomized on the basis of reading ability as mea

sured by the SRA Total Reading Scores. Taken together, these two findings

suggest that information coding at the phrase structure level varies in

effectiveness for different subjects and that it has a positive co-vari

ation with general reading competency. A theoretical discussion was

offered in the framework of the memory model which would suggest that

increased reading competency might be described in part as an increased

store of generalized phrase structures which are available for encoding

verbal input.

The results of Experiment II showed that phrase structure did not

facilitate recall of the imbedded word. The findings of Wickelgren (1964)

that irrelevant stimuli depress the recall of the relevant stimuli were

confirmed. The probability of recall of single words was significantly

higher when presented alone than when imbedded in either a phrase or a

non-syntactic string. The results of Experiment II were directly opposed,

however, to those reported by Lindley (1963). Seve~al factors that could

account for the contradiction were discussed; among them were differences

in ages between the subjects, and some differences in the experimental

tasks in the two studies.



Form class proved to be a powerful variable in both Experiment I

and II, and a consistent interaction was noted between Form Class and

Syntax. Nouns were found to be recalled more easily than verbs in all

three syntactic conditions. The difference in recall scores between

nouns and verbs was rel.atively stable while the preposition exhibited

some fluctuation in the two experiments. Three factors were suggested

which might account for the effects of form class: (1) differential

appearance of nouns and verbs in children's language development, (2)

differing frequencies of occurrence in both speech and writing, and (3)

differing levels of abstraction between nouns and verbs.

The effect of the memory task on reading performance was another

finding which was consistent for both experiments. Reading performance

was highest during those intervals associated with the recall of a single

noun and was somewhat lower during the intervals associated with a verb.

The same ordering of reading performance was observed along the syntactic

variable (i.e., highest for single words and lowest for non-syntactic

strings). A further elaboration of the memory model in terms of a covert

rehearsal routine was suggested as a possible means of accounting for the

effects of the memory task on reading performance.

A comparison of the performance of the subjects in Experiment I on

recall of the key word of the phrase and its counterpart in the non-syn

tactic string gave empirical support to the psychological reality of the

~inguistic notion of the salience of the key word in a phrase structure.

In turn, this finding also lends empirical support to the key word pro

cessing notion of reading comprehension (Simmons, 1964).

While verbatim recall of either words or phrases is not a primary

goal of reading instruction, it is clear that immediate memory plays a
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vital role in the reading task. It is necessary, for example, to hold

the initial elements of a sentence in the memory in some quickly-retriev

able form until the end of the sentence is reached in order to relate the

parts into a meaningful whole. The size and nature of the linguistic

unit which is processed may have a strong influence on comprehension and

on list versus sentence intonation in aural reading. It was the purpose

of this study to gather empirical evidence on the optimal size of the

linguistic unit in the immediate memory processes of third-grade children

and to consider the evidence within a theoretical framework.

Some implications for educational practice may be drawn from the

study. The effect of the memory load on reading performance might indi

cate a careful consideration of the kinds of verbal material that we

require the beginning reader to keep in mind while he is reading aloud.

The superior recall of single words speaks rather directly to the question

of the optimal unit size for initial reading. The data of this study do

not give support to the position advocated by some (e.g. Lefevre, 1964)

that initial reading instruction be carried on entirely in phrase and

sentence units.

Less direct, but in the long run more pertinent, implications lie in

the areas of a quantitative theory of reading comprehension and readability

formulae. As was stated in the ope~ing paragraph of Chapter I, the memory

processes must be accounted for in any serious theory of reading or read

ing comprehension. The present study is but a small step toward under

standing those processes and is far more suggestive of further research

than of immediate application.



It is conceivable from the results of the two experiments that phrase

structure is a concept which is developed, not through the processing of

speech, but through experience in reading. A replication of the present

study, using the simple sentence and single words as comparative coding

units could yield interesting results. The psychological reality of the

notion of coding units greater in length than the single word is open to

question, especially in the memory processes of young children. Further

investigation might also take the line of replication of the present

study at different age levels to determine if the use of phrase structure

exhibits systematic change related to age and reading competency.
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Appendix A

Class A Function Words
I I

Art· l . Art· l .

Class 'B Function Words
I I

Modal1. Moda12 •

1. at

2. by

3. for

4. to

5. in

1. coat

2. toy

3. dog

4. tree

5. book

1. eat

2. play

3. bny

4. have

5. see

Adj '1.

1. warm

2. old

3. brown

4. big

5. new

1. of

2. on

3. from

4. with

5. up

1. thing

2. hat

3. fire

4. boat

5. box

1. g+,ow

2. hold

3. drink

4. cook

5. need

1. round

2. red

3. hot

4. fast

5. full

1. his

2. my

3. their

4. your

5. her

1. house

2. bed

3. car

4. town

5. chair

1. stop

2. look

3. sleep

4. been

5. fly

1. long

2. green

3. little

4. light

5. good

1. this

2. an

3. a

4. that

5. the

1. cake

2. store

3. ice

4. room

5. rain

1. catch

2. hurt

3. wait

4. show

5. sell

1. glad

2. late

3. black

4. left

5. kind

1. may

2. can

3. must

4. could

5. will

1. tlme

2. head

3. school

4. dress

5. street

1. bring

2. run

3. gave

4. fall

5. keep

1. white

2. fine

3. wet

4. W3rm

5. right

1. may

2. might

3. would

4. should

5. must

1. grass

2. fish

3. milk

4. food

5. men

1. made

2. smell

3. talk

4. wish

5. start

1. best

2. first

3. hard

4. last

5. loud



List 1

List 2

List 1

List 2

Single Word

coat

toy

dog

tree

book

thing

hat

fir

boat

box

eat

play

buy

have

see

grow

hold

drink

cook

need

Appendix B

NOUN

Phrase

his warm coat

illY old toy

YOUl brown dog

their big tree

her new book

this round thing

a red hat

a hot fire

that fast boat

the full box

VERB

may eat cake

can play store

must buy ice

could have room

will see rain

might grow grass

would hold fish

should drink milk

must cook food

may need men
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Non-syntactic String

of run coat

on fall toy

"p keep dog

from bring tree

'.,lth gave book

at wait thing

by show hat

for sell fire

in catch boat

down hurt box

best eat might

first play would

hard buy should

last have must

loud see may

wet grow may

fine hold can

white drink must

warm cook could

right need will



Appendix B (continued)

PREPOSITION

List 1

Single Word

at

by

for

to

in

Phrase

at my house

by his bed

for their car

to your town

in her chair

Non-syntactic String

at stop long

by look green

for sleep little

to been light

in fly good

of of his time of smell glad

on on my head on wish late

List 2 from from your school from talk black

with with her dress with made left

up up their street up .. start kind
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Appendix C

Standard Training Instructions: Experiment I

We are going to playa memory game. I will show you a card. Some

times there will be One word on the card and sometimes there will be

several words on it. You will read the words on the card out loud. When

I take the card away you will start reading the first page in the big

notebook. You will read it out loud until I tell you to stop. When I

say "stop" you will stop reading and tell me what you saw on the card.

Let's try one for practice.

(Display #Tl: Single word -- coach subject through routine if

necessary. )

Remember: read the card -- read the big book -- tell me what was on the

card. Let's try another one for practice.

(Display #T2: Phrase -- coach if necessary.)

Do you have any questions?

(Answer questions.)

This is the last practice card.

(Display #T3: Non-syntactic String -- coach if necessary.)
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Appendix.D

Standard Training Instructions: Experiment II

We are going to playa memory game. I will show you a card.

Sometimes there will be one word on the card and sometimes there will

be several words on it. One of the words will always be printed in. red.

You will read all the words on the card out loud. When I take the card

away you will start reading the first page in the big notebook. You

will read it out loud until I tell you to stop. When I say "stop" you

will stop reading and tell me the word on the card that was printed in

red. Let's try one for practice.

(Display #Tl: Single word -- coach subject through routine if

necessary. )

Remember: read the card -- read the big book -- tell me the word that

was printed in red. Let's try another one for practice.

(Display #T2: Phrase coach if necessary.)

Do you have any ~uestions?

(Answer ~uestions.)

This is the last practice card.

(Display #T3:. Non-syntactic String -- coach if necessary.)
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Appendix E

Standard Training Instructions: Timing Study

We are going to playa memory game. I will show you a word on a

card. You will say the word out loud. When I take the word away you

will start reading the first page in the big notebook. You will read

it out loud until I tell you to stop. Sometimes I will let you read a

long time and sometimes I will stop you quickly. When I say "stop" you

will stop reading and tell me the word that you saw on the card. Then

you will turn the page in the big notebook and I will show you another

card. Let's try one for practice.

(Display #1 -- coach subject through routine if necessary. 15-sec

ond interval.)

Remember: Read the card -- read the big book -- tell me the word on the

card. Let's try another one for practice.

(Display #2 -- coach if necessary. 30-second interval.)

Do you have any questions?

(Answer questions.)

This is the last practice card.

(Display #3 -- do whatever is necessary to finish the routine.

45-second interval.)
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Appendix F

Stimulus Items and Inter~erence Intervals ~or Timing Study

Item Stimulus Seconds

1 see 15

2 ~rom 30

3 boat 45

4 play 15
.

5 hat 45

6 on 30

7 ~ire 30

8 thing 45

9 need 15

10 ha~ 30

11 with 15

12 toy 45

13 cook 45

14 in 15

15 dog 30

Item Stimulus Seconds

16 up 45
,
I

17 , at 30,
i

18 ! by 15
I
I

19 I eat 15

20 drink 30

21 buy .. 45

--c c-.

22 box 15

23 tree 45

24 coat 30

25 o~ 30

26 ~or 45

27 grow 15

28 hold 30

29 book 15

30 to 45
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